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Potters get Clobbered!

Photos: Carl Sundholm

On August 7th we had 15 boats (Potters and Montgomerys) that launched at Richmond and sailed to China Camp in San
Pablo Bay. The sail up went well and China Camp is a great place to visit, but we had a really hard ride back to Richmond in strong winds and rough seas.
In Rich McDevitt's words "a Maytag moment" describes it
best.
For those of you who don't know, China Camp is an 1880s
Chinese Shrimp Fishing Village that has been preserved in
its original form as a state park. It is four miles east of San
Rafael on the shores of San Pablo Bay. There is a Quan
Bros. snack shop run by one of the original inhabitants of
China Camp.
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There are two beaches, one on each side of the pier
and the fleet invaded the eastward beach. We taxied
some folks from their Montgomerys to shore and visited the sites and got a bite to eat. After spending
about 1½ hours there we decided to head back.
Because of the increased winds and wave action some
suggested to head back on a westward approach towards Lock Lomond and others went eastward a more
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(continued page 3: China Camp
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The Commodore’s Log
Boy, time flies when you are having fun, we
are well into September with only several
sailing events left this year. Tomales Bay will
be at the end of this month, Moss Landing to Monterey in
October and the sail I am hosting in November. Speaking
of sail hosts, Gretchen Ricker has signed up for the
Cruiser Challenge 2011. Thank you Gretchen.
If any body who has not hosted a sail is interested in doing
so contact me and we will make sure you are involved.
Speaking of volunteers Katie Taylor has signed up to do
the newsletter next year, thank you Katie. I have been
Commodore for two years, there may be one more year
left in me, but if someone is ready to take over I will
gladly step aside.

Speaking of Commodores, I got a very nice thank you letter in reference to the Cruiser Challenge from Sarah Duncan the Commodore of the Monterey Peninsula Yacht
Club.
We have a new member Chuck Pierce . He said he has
been on the sidelines for a long time and has really enjoyed the newsletter welcome aboard.

See you on the water, Bud

EVENTS ON THE HORIZON:
September 25 - 26 (Saturday-Sunday) . . . Tomales Bay overnight . . . Host: Eric
Zilbert
October 16 - 17 (Saturday-Sunday) . . . Overnight cruise Moss Landing to Monterey
Mike Swartz

Host:

October 23 (Saturday) . . . Richmond Day Sail . . . Host: Eric Zilbert
November 20 (Saturday) . . . Delta Day Sail: Buckley Cove to Windmill Cove . . . Host: Bud Kerner

Organized in Northern California in 1978, the Potter Yachters is the longest running West Wight Potter club. Membership
is open to owners of West Wight Potters and anyone interested in Potters and other trailerable microcruiser sailboats.
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Bud Kerner
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(China Camp: continued from page 1)
direct approach. Back at the Richmond
docks both groups of people reported
that conditions were rough and they
ended up wet unless they had foul
weather gear on, everyone made it back
ok in good spirits. We sailed and motored about 25 total miles that day according to GPS.
Not withstanding the last part of the
trip, which was more challenging than
anticipated, the China Camp sail was a
whole lot of fun and was a very enjoyable and memorable sail.
Sail Host, Keith Hubbard
All photos this page: Keith Hubbard

All lined up!

Harry Gordon and Manatee, sporting their classic gunter rig.
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Dinghy Delta Ditch Run
Saturday, August 14, 2010

Story and photos by Goose Gossman

If Potters could fly….
Eric Z. and I had a great time on the Ditch Run...scratch one more mast though. The Ditch Run is put on by
the Lake Washington Sailing Club every year, and is open to dinghies 19' and under. It is a 30+ mile race
downwind/upriver race from Rio Vista to Sacramento via a ship channel dug adjacent to the Sacramento
River. P15 sailor Dave Candey is an officer at the club, and talked me into participating this year. Much
thanks Dave. Two years ago, he took 2nd overall against approx. 60 boats, helped by the wonderfully dismal
handicap which P15's enjoy (Sunfish and Pelicans owe us time!), non-planing conditions, and his expert
sailing skills.
For 2010, the fleet (max 19') consisted of some very serious racers, who came from as far as Texas
for the 30+ mile downwind/upriver sprint. There were FD's, 505's, many beautiful Thistles, some hardcore
Lasers and Sunfish gluttons, Coronado 15s (one with poodle....sorry no Ginger) Weta tris, a Fireball, a Lightning, one Satellite (who forgot his jib) sailing "Father's-Day" with his kids, one Pelican, and two Potters ( Dave
and us). The logistics for this event are crazy, but were masterfully handled by LWSC. Just getting our cars/
trailers to the clubhouse at the finish necessitated a very early launch time, an hour driving our rigs to Sac,
and well-orchestrated shuttles back to Rio before the 4-7hr sail, buffet dinner, and awards pres. This made for
a very long, albeit fun, day.
(Delta Ditch, cont. on page 5)
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(Delta Ditch, cont. from page 4)

After skipper's meeting about 40 boats congregated for a mass bridge
opening. Due to delays
caused by shuttles, bridges,
etc they held the first start on
the other side at about 2pm,
and continued for over an
hour until all were underway.
It was a pursuit race, meaning that the slowest boats
start first, and wait to become road kill. Since it was
blowing 20+, our future was
predetermined. At least we
would have some great
photo ops. We managed to
screw up the flag sequence,
and eventually got off a few
minutes late. Now we had some boats to pursue ourselves. Since Eric and I had never sailed together, we
spent the first few minutes settling down, and then were making good progress reeling in Dave and the Pelican. But, we were there to put the pedal to the metal, so Eric proceeded to rig my huge spinnaker (from a
Thistle). Having not flown it in more than 10k, and wanting to SAIL the entire course, I called it off...so he proceeded to rig the chute he brought from his p19. Not as big, and not as color-coordinated, but what the
hell.... I had rigged some lower shrouds for added support on my almost new mast, and it was time to see if a
Potter could fly! By the time we got it sorted out we had given up a lot of ground (ditch?), but then the wind
shifted, so we dumped it. Spinnaker trial #1 not good.
Now maybe a mile back, we again started to gain on 'em with the Lido 14 rig on Gail performing great.
Though only a couple hours from the start, we could see the fleet coming on strong from behind. Our chances
for glory dashed, I got out some beers, watermelon, and my cameras. We might be slow, but we were comfortable and happy not to be on a Laser. After being swarmed upon like locust, the wind moderated to a puffy
12-18, so we popped the chute again.
This time, it was sweet. We were moving
like never before, and the boat was stable and under complete control. The
GPS went from about 5mph to 6, then 7,
8, and peaked at 8.5. We started closing the distance, and for a couple of
hours were consistently going 6.5-8.5, in
Potter bliss. When we finally caught up
to Dave, his pure-potter goodsportsmanship was evidenced by his advice that we "pull the spinnaker pole back
some more"....a move that added another half knot. We experimented with
(Delta Ditch, cont. on page 6)
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(Delta Ditch, cont. from page 5)
several poles brought along (including a
telescoping painter's pole modified by
Steve Potter for this race), but settled on a
mod'd West Marine boat hook. We
booked along in pursuit of the fleet, until an
awful bang and shudder startled Gale. Not
AGAIN! Hard hats are not standard equipment on board, but I was beginning to
wonder. Fortunately, nothing crashed
down, and when I looked up I saw the
most horrifying curve in the mast, with the
rake going forward. It looked like a sandpiper's leg, with the knee bending in the
wrong direction. With Eric driving, I quickly
doused the chute and commenced to juryrig more supports.
Only about five miles from the finish, we had to make it. Since Gale has more stringy-things than
most (if not all) Potters, I was able to secure the rig with an extra halyard, baby stay, and topping lift. I realized then that forgetting to turn the topping lift into a backstay (as planned), may have just cost me another
mast That said, Lido masts are not designed to support spinnakers, and I think that class rules abandon racing when the wind goes above 18 (my mast also had oversized rigging). But we were still in a race, and Dave
was coming on. With the wind easing, we made it to the finish as the sun was setting, the geese honking
overhead, and just ahead of Dave. We both were awarded crying towels for being longest out on the water
(over six hours). There was plenty of help getting the boats on trailers, and hot food.
We had a blast, and learned a lot. We now know that P14/15's like spinnakers. Because Gale has a
cutout cabin top, she has a great place for crew to manage the chute. I don't know how it would work with
two in the cockpit, or how you'd launch it. I'm afraid that she is like a woman with a shoe fetish, except her
obsession is masts. The ship channel turned out to be very picturesque...and completely void of other
boats... and NO JETSKIS. I think
this might be a great PY event, but
would be more fun if we skipped the
trailer shuffle and over-nighted in
Sacramento, and possible a second
night in a cove on the way back to
Rio, and maybe a night or two at the
marina in Rio Vista (where there's a
great bakery too) .....
Later, Goose.
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Dave Bacon Gives Sailing Lecture at Oakland Yacht Club
by Carl Sundholm
Our thanks to Dave Bacon for the
fantastic lecture on sail trim and how
to sail faster and more intelligently
which he gave at the Oakland Yacht
Club on Saturday August 14, 2010. I
have never heard anyone speak so
eloquently and impart so much information on sailing in so short a time.
Now I understand why people came
from near and far to hear him speak.
To give you some idea of the depth
and breadth of Dave's knowledge of
the subject, the topics included sail
trim, boat hull trim (lateral and foreSteve Potter carefully recording every moment of Dave’s informative lecture.
aft), crew trim, centerboard and rudPhoto: Katie Taylor
der trim, ways to avoid lee helm,
seeking the point of balance, mast rake for different situations, how to read tell tales and adjust sails for various points of
sail and weather conditions, how to set sails to account for interplay of currents between foresail and mainsail, how and
when to adjust mainsail twist off, sail adjustments for high winds and waves, analysis of impact of outhaul, vang, Cunningham, and mainsheet or foresail sheet track car adjustments on sail shape, draft and camber, and powering-up and depowering the sails, when and how to execute tacks most effectively, tiller handling to minimize drag, using windex tabs,
inside versus outside foresail sheeting, and barber haulers. Holy Cow! If you EVER get a chance to hear Dave Bacon
give a lecture, do not miss it.
It was a great lecture. I learned a lot. Now just to learn how to apply it on the
water . . . this could take me a lifetime.
Those of you who had a chance to attend Dave Bacon’s
August 14 talk on sail trim know that it provided great
insight into how to get more out of your Potter. Those of
you who were not able to attend still have a chance to see
Dave’s presentation. Steve Potter videotaped the entire 1
1/2 hour talk, and that tape has been converted to
DVD. It is now available to members only for $7.50.
Be advised that the resulting disk is not of high quality,
but the content is excellent. In addition to sail trim, it
covers hull and crew trim, how to read sail telltales, sailing in increasing wind and how to finish faster – all specifically aimed at the Potter.
To get your copy send a check payable to “Patrick Brennan” to me at 1305 Webster St ., #C205 , Alameda , CA
94501 and I will send yours by return mail.
Pat Brennan, Secretary/Treasurer
Photo by Carl Sundholm
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Potter Yachter Tomales Bay
Trip September 25-26, 2010
Launching
The Tomales Bay Potter Yachter Trip
is scheduled for Sept. 25 and 26, 2010.
We will be launching from the ramp at
Miller County Park near Nicks Cove,
located on the east side of Tomales
Bay, off Highway 1, north of the town
of Marshall. The fee is $5.00 to launch
plus $5.00 for overnight parking. We
will have an oyster BBQ and pot-luck
dinner on the beach one cove south of
Tomales Beach at about 5:00 p.m.
(Same location as last year). All the
camping beaches have pit-toilets. Communicate on VHS Ch. 72.
NOTE: A porta-potty is required on board for
over night stays on Tomales Bay. I have been
inspected by the rangers.

Tides and Navigation Notes
The tides this year are perfect for mid-day sailing. Launching and retrieving should be no
problem. Boats should be floating at bed-time
if you want to get off late in the morning.
Leaving from Nicks cove, sailors seeking the
channel on the west side of the bay going north
should be aware that the bay is quite shallow
on the east side north of Hog Island. There is
also a shallow area to the west of Hog Island
extending both north and south that contains
large shoals of eel grass in the middle of the
bay that can seriously slow your progress (see
chart). The best way to get to White Gulch
(where the Elk hang out) is to go well south of
Hog Island and then head north.
The entrance to Tomales Bay is a legendary
hazard, due to large sleeper waves that may
break in the entrance. Boats should not anchor
in the entrance, and should transit the area
quickly and with great caution. The state of
California’s boating
(Tomales, cont. page 9)
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(Tomales, cont. from page 8)

tips Web page on Tomales has more information
(and stories) see http://www.dbw.ca.gov/Pubs/
TomalesBay/TomalesBay.pdf
Tomales Bay is fairly shallow south of Marshall.
The west side of the bay is deeper and with the predicted tides you should be able to get to the Golden
Hinde at any time other than the early morning
lows; be sure to stay to the western side of the bay.
Accommodations
Boaters may anchor out, or camp on the beaches
north of Marshall Beach on the west side of the
bay. You are supposed to get a permit if you plan
to camp on the beach. No permit is needed to anchor out. (a boat-in camping permit must be obtained from the Bear Valley Visitor Center near
Olema on the south end of the park if you plan to
camp on the beach). There are no car camping areas in the park, but there is a private campground/
trailer park near Olema (no access to water). You
can stay and launch at the Golden Hinde Inn and
Marina (415-669-1389) located at the very south
end of the bay on Sir Francis Drake Blvd., rooms
Friday, September 24

range from $60-$150 per night. The ramp and
marina should be serviceable on this weekend.
Dining
There are a number of restaurants on Hwy 1
south of Miller Park, and last year the restaurant
at Nicks cove was open for breakfast, lunch, and
dinner. I generally treat a trip to Tomales Bay as
a camping trip.
E-mail (ezilbert@cde.ca.gov) or call to let me
know if you plan to attend.
For more information you can call: Eric Zilbert:
530-757-6783 (eves)
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Saturday, September 25

Sunday, September 26

Other Useful Numbers
Miller County Park: 415 499-6387
Golden Hinde Inn and Marina 415-669-1389
Bear Valley Visitor Center 415-663-1092

Patrick Brennan
1305 Webster St., C205
Alameda, CA 94501

With a Grain of Salt
The Potter Yachter is a forum for exchange of ideas and information among West Wight Potter (and other mini-yacht)
sailors. But we Potter Yachters are mostly a bunch of amateurs finding our way by trial and error and luck.
You will probably find some very helpful tips or ideas in the
Potter Yachter that will enhance your sailing experience, but
you may also find some ill-advised suggestions or ideas that
just don’t work for your particular boat, your sailing environment, your level of sailing experience, or your boat-working
skills. So please understand that any sailing tutorials, suggested
boat modifications, recommended cruises, etc., are the opinion of
the author, based presumably on his or her personal experience
and judgment at the time the article or letter was written.
If a Potter Yachter believes s/he has a good idea and submits it to
the newsletter for publication, we will usually pass it on to the rest
of you in the newsletter, but take it “with a grain of salt” and a large
portion of your own good judgment, and perhaps get a second opinion before undertaking a modification or cruise or sailing technique
you read about in the Potter Yachter (or any other publication)
- The Editor
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